The rate of extreme precipitation change with warming can differ substantially from the rate of moistening.
Introduction
The response of the hydrologic cycle to a changing climate is of utmost importance in evaluating mitigation and adaptation policies. Although some aspects of the hydrologic cycle have constraints imposed by the global energy budget, the factors driving others
are not yet established. In particular, the balance between global-mean precipitation and radiative cooling is well understood, as is the expected increase in tropospheric specific humidity with surface warming; climate models robustly predict global-mean rainfall to increase at a lower rate than specific humidity [Mitchell et al., 1987] . In contrast, there is a large spread in the extreme precipitation response, especially in the tropics [O'Gorman and Schneider , 2009a; O'Gorman, 2012] . If extreme precipitation events are driven by moisture convergence and circulation in extreme events changes little with warming, then extreme precipitation change will increase due to the "thermodynamic" effect of increasing saturation vapor pressure, and associated moist adiabatic lapse rate, with warming [e.g., O'Gorman, 2015] . Much of the change in the distribution of precipitation can be captured by shifting it to heavier rain rates and increasing the frequency of precipitation evenly at all rain rates [Pendergrass and Hartmann, 2014a] . These changes in the distribution of precipitation are connected to changes in warming, moistening, and the distribution of vertical velocity [Pendergrass and Gerber , 2016] . But the high rates of extreme precipitation increase in some climate models are not captured by movements of the distribution of precipitation; Pendergrass and Hartmann [2014a] call this deviation the "extreme mode." If the circulation associated with extreme events were to dramatically change, the rate of change of extreme precipitation with warming would change as D R A F T October 19, 2016, 10:08am D R A F T PENDERGRASS ET AL.: EXTREME PRECIPITATION AND CONVECTIVE ORG. X -5 well. Thus, changes in circulation could be one explanation for the large range in the rate of extreme precipitation change with warming in climate model simulations.
Extreme precipitation is often associated with organized convection, like tropical cyclones and mesoscale convective systems. Although organized convection has long been recognized as important, recent work has explored convection that can self-organize, both in observations and models. In numerical modeling studies of convection in idealized environments, convection forms randomly as the simulation begins, but aggregates into clusters as it evolves [Bretherton et al., 2005; Muller and Held , 2012; Wing and Emanuel , 2014] . Depending on characteristics of the simulation (e.g., domain size, grid size, model formulation), the self-aggregated state represents a stable steady-state of the system, and eventually a single convective cluster forms and the rest of the model domain has a very dry, subsiding troposphere. Similar aggregation has recently been described in global climate models run in idealized configurations [Popke et al., 2013; Coppin and Bony, 2015] . Popke et al. [2013] showed that the mean climate of their idealized configuration closely resembles the tropical climate of comprehensive simulations with its parent model configuration. In these simulations, the degree of aggregation that occurs depends on the surface temperature [Held et al., 2007; Wing and Emanuel , 2014; Bony et al., 2016] . An important implication of this dependence is that the nature of organized convection may change with climate, altering the distribution of precipitation, including extreme precipitation [Tan et al., 2015] . Two studies have examined changes in extreme precipitation in the context of organized convection [Muller , 2013;  Singleton and X -6 PENDERGRASS ET AL.: EXTREME PRECIPITATION AND CONVECTIVE ORG.
Toumi , 2013], but none have examined the effect of changing organization on extreme precipitation.
In this paper, we explore the relationship between extreme precipitation and convective aggregation in a set of climate model simulations with a range of surface temperatures.
Using an idealized climate model configuration, we test the hypothesis that changes in organization influence extreme precipitation. Our intentions in this study are two-fold: (1) to illustrate a situation in which circulation, rather than moisture, drives a large increase in extreme precipitation, and (2) to develop metrics that quantify convective organization and relate it to extreme precipitation.
Model simulations
Twelve global radiative-convective equilibrium (RCE) simulations are run with CAM5, the atmospheric component of the Community Earth System Model (CESM). Each simulation has a uniform, fixed sea-surface temperature (SST) ranging from 285 to 307 K, runs for three years, and otherwise follows the methodology of . These simulations, along with global-RCE simulations from other climate models, have been used to explore the impact of surface temperature on convective anvil clouds [Bony et al., 2016] ;
global RCE in CAM5 has also been used for convective process studies [Reed and Chavas, 2015; Reed and Medeiros, 2016] other processes; these are described in Neale et al. [2012] . The simplifications of the RCE configuration are: an aquaplanet with globally-uniform prescribed SST, spatially uniform and diurnally varying insolation with mean 340 W m −2 and equatorial solar zenith angle [following Popke et al., 2013] , and no planetary rotation (no Coriolis force). Greenhouse gas forcing is held fixed, with carbon dioxide at 348 ppm. Other aspects of the simulations follow . Figure 1 shows the mean precipitation from a randomly chosen month for each simulation. The number of precipitating regions and their spatial distribution changes across the simulations. Throughout this work, we will describe the simulations according to their prescribed SST and degree of organization: cold simulations are slightly organized, warm simulations are disorganized, and hot simulations are highly organized. As we will see in section 3.2, organization in the cold simulation is driven largely by long-lived precipitating events ( Fig. 1 shows monthly rather than daily mean precipitation because the organization in the cold simulations is not visible in daily fields; the highly-organized systems in the hot simulations are nearly stationary, so they are evident in both daily and monthly precipitation). In the three cold simulations, there are multiple events which are dispersed, with patchy dry regions in between. The six warm simulations have more precipitating regions than the cold simulations, but each is smaller and weaker, with fewer dry regions. In each of the three hot simulations, precipitation is focused in one primary region (though there is more than one local maximum in two of the examples). The dry regions cover more of the remaining area in hot than in warm simulations.
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Mean precipitation increases with warming in comprehensive climate model simulations [e.g., Held and Soden 2006 ], so we expect to see total rainfall increase with SST in our simulations. Figure 2a shows the globally-averaged precipitation calculated over each 3-
year simulation, excluding the first six months for spinup. All simulations except 307 K reach a stable state in less than 6 months and maintain that state for the duration of the simulation, in contrast to results reported by Coppin and Bony [2015] . Mean precipitation increases from each simulation to the next, except from 289 to 291 K (the precipitation change from each simulation to the next relative to the prescribed 2-K SST change is shown in Fig. 2b ). For reference, Fig. 2c shows the global-mean specific humidity from the lowest model level (referred to here as near-surface) in each simulation, with saturation specific humidity at the prescribed SST for reference.
Extreme precipitation is expected to increase more than mean precipitation with warming [e.g., Trenberth, 1999]. We quantify the extreme precipitation as the average precipitation rate from grid points with at least the 99th percentile of daily rainfall accumulation.
This calculation entails, for each simulation, first forming the frequency distribution of daily accumulated precipitation following Pendergrass and Hartmann [2014b] , excluding the first six months as spinup (as we did for mean precipitation). Then, we globally average this frequency distribution and determine its 99th percentile, including both wet and dry days [Schär et al., 2016] . Finally, we find all grid-point-days with precipitation over the 99th percentile and area-average their precipitation rates. Figure 2d shows that extreme precipitation is largest in the three hot simulations, lowest in the warm simulations, and modestly large in the cold simulations.
D R A F T October 19, 2016, 10:08am D R A F T Figure 2e shows the percentage change in extreme precipitation from each simulation to the next relative to the change in prescribed SST. Instead of increasing consistently by the same amount as the moisture holding capacity or average moisture, which would each be around 7 %K −1 in cold simulations and decrease slightly in warmer simulations, the extreme precipitation behaves quite differently. Between cold, semi-organized simulations (<293 K), extreme precipitation decreases with warming. Between warm, disorganized simulations (297-301 K), extreme precipitation increases by 5-7 %K −1 . From the last warm, disorganized simulation (301 K) to the first hot, organized one (303 K), there is a dramatic increase of 73 %K −1 . Between hot, organized simulations, extreme precipitation also increases, with erratic but smaller rates of increase. The magnitude of the change in extreme precipitation depends on the definition of extreme precipitation; when it is defined as the rain rate at a particular percentile (instead of all events above a percentile, as in Fig. 2e ), the magnitude of its change with warming generally increases with increasing percentile. For example, the dramatic increase in extreme precipitation from 301 to 303 K has a magnitude of 20% K −1 at the 99th percentile and 149% K −1 at the 99.9th percentile.
Convective Organization
In order to study how convective organization relates to extreme precipitation, we must quantify it. Some metrics that have been used in the past to quantify convective organization include the dry area fraction [e.g., Coppin and Bony, 2015] , and the number, size, and distance between contiguous regions of brightness temperature below a threshold [Mapes and Houze, 1993; Tobin et al., 2012] . Dry fraction is not as useful a metric in realistic domains which we aspire to examine, and OLR-based metrics are problematic when exam-
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ining global warming simulations because we expect mean OLR to change with warming.
To overcome these challenges and facilitate comparison with precipitation, we develop a precipitation-based metric for convective organization. Our metric is focused on events, rather than whole domains, and builds on Tobin et al. [2012] . Instead of an OLR-based threshold, we use a precipitation intensity threshold: grid cells with precipitation rates of at least the 99th percentile.
Event identification and tracking
Our precipitation-centric event identification and tracking algorithm works as follows.
First, we calculate the 99th percentile of precipitation as described in Section 2. Then, we identify regions of contiguous grid cells with >99th-percentile precipitation for each day of the simulation. Next, we track the contiguous regions from one day to the next.
Regions are considered to be contiguous if there is an overlap of at least 25% of the area of the smaller of the regions. Most previous work uses 50% overlap and 6-hourly data.
We use daily data because that is the frequency at which some fields were saved; we chose the 50% overlap threshold through testing on organized simulations. We accommodate merging and splitting by requiring that each event constitutes only one contiguous region per day; in cases of conflict the event with the largest overlapping area continues, and in a tie, the longer-lived event is chosen. Tracking is done on the native cubed-sphere grid, which has the advantage that all grid cells have similar area and also allows uninterrupted movement of events across the poles.
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Convective Aggregation Index
Using the event identification and tracking algorithm, we quantify convective organization in each simulation. We define a Convective Aggregation Index (CAI),
where N is the average number of events, D is the average distance between events (arithmetic mean cluster distance D 1 , as defined in Tobin et al. [2012] ), and T is the average event duration, weighted by event area. Smaller CAI implies more organization.
CAI extends the metric developed in Tobin et al.
[2012] by incorporating event duration, which is necessary to capture the organization in the cold simulations. The high degree of organization in the hot simulations is robust to different metrics. Figure 2f -i show N , D, T , and the CAI for each simulation. Convective organization is a minimum at moderate, tropical-like temperatures (Fig. 2i) . CAI captures the essential organizing behavior apparent in Fig. 1 : cold simulations that are moderately organized, decreasing organization through the warm simulations, and an abrupt transition to high organization in the three hottest simulations. N is largest in the cold simulations, decreases abruptly from 293 to 295 K, and decreases again from 301 to 303 K. D quantifies the spacing between events: organization increases when events clustered in space, leaving a larger dry region. When events are clustered, the convection is more organized and D is small. D is relatively steady until 303 K, when it decreases abruptly. T is longest in 303 and 305 K simulations, moderate in the cold and the hottest simulations, and shortest in the warm simulations.
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An alternative quantification of organization is the fraction of total rain falling in extreme events (>99th-percentile precipitation) as a function of the event size (Fig. 2k ).
Extreme-event precipitation is binned by the logarithm of event area into 100 bins with exponentially increasing width, with edges distributed evenly in logarithmic space from log 10 4 to log 10 7 m 2 , and then normalized by the simulation's total precipitation. Each resulting distribution of precipitation fraction by event area sums to the fraction of total precipitation falling in all extreme events (Fig. 2j ). The fraction of precipitation falling in extreme events is higher for more organized simulations. In cold and warm simulations, the distribution of precipitation by extreme event size is centered at around 2 × 10 5 km 2 .
In the hot simulations, the distribution is bimodal: some precipitation falls in events with the same size as cooler simulations, but more falls in larger events (∼ 3 × 10 6 km 2 ). The hottest simulation is an exception, with the most precipitation from events of moderate size. Despite that cold and warm simulations have peak precipitation fraction at similar event size, a larger fraction of rain falls in extreme events in the cold simulations compared to the warm ones because event duration is longer in the cold simulations (Fig. 2h ).
The contributions of large-scale and convective precipitation to the rain amount distribution provide another indication that the cold and hot simulations are more organized than the warm ones ( Fig. S1 , following Pendergrass and Hartmann 2014a). In the hot simulations, the rain amount distribution has an extension to very heavy rain rates which includes a substantial contribution from from large-scale precipitation, indicating that the circulations involved are resolved. The cold simulations also have substantial contributions from large-scale precipitation centered heavy rain rates relative to their distributions. In D R A F T October 19, 2016, 10:08am D R A F T PENDERGRASS ET AL.: EXTREME PRECIPITATION AND CONVECTIVE ORG.
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contrast, in the warm simulations, the most large-scale precipitation occurs at rain rates that also have substantial convective precipitation. Figure 3 shows 850 hPa vertical velocity, near-surface specific humidity, and profiles of temperature and vertical velocity area-averaged over events with >99th-percentile precipitation for each simulation. The 850 hPa vertical velocity is strongest in the coldest and hottest simulations, and weakest for the warm simulations. The weakening from cold to warm simulations is gradual, while the strengthening from warm to hot simulations is abrupt between 301 and 303 K. The specific humidity, on the other hand, increases steadily with warming. Temperature increases throughout the troposphere with increasing SST, with additional amplified of warming aloft in the hot simulations.
Circulation changes with convective organization
The vertical velocity profile averaged over all extreme events in each simulation is shown in Fig. 3d . The maximum vertical velocity achieved occurs between 500 and 600 hPa in the cold simulations. These simulations have extreme events with convection reaching the tropopause (which rises with SST). The warm simulations have the weakest vertical velocities throughout the column, with some showing a local minimum around 700 hPa, indicating that extreme events are shallow. The hot simulations have vertical velocity maxima near 800 hPa, shallower than the cold simulations, but with strong ascent over a larger fraction of the troposphere.
Mechanisms of extreme precipitation change
To isolate the dynamic effects of changing vertical velocity from the thermodynamic effects of changing temperature, we apply the extreme precipitation scaling from O'Gorman and Schneider [2009a] to the CAM5 global-RCE simulations, and make a set of sensitivity calculations (Fig. 4) . The extreme precipitation scaling is the integral of condensed water due to vertical advection of moisture along a moist adiabat, P e ≈ ps pt dp g ω dq s dp θ * ,Te ,
where P e is the >99th-percentile precipitation, p t is the tropopause pressure (the highest level with a lapse rate of 2 K km −1 ), p s is the surface pressure, g is the gravitational constant, ω is the vertical velocity profile, and dq s /dp is the vertical derivative of saturation vapor pressure. The extremes scaling is calculated on profiles of temperature T e (Fig. 3c) and vertical velocity (Fig. 3d) area-averaged over all >99th-percentile events in each simulation, otherwise following O'Gorman and Schneider [2009a] . We did not use gridpoint or event-averaged profiles because our tests indicate that these result in less accurate fits to the change in extreme precipitation across the simulations. We speculate that the difference arises because the scaling does not account for local downdrafts associated with horizontal advection, which averaging removes.
In addition to applying the extremes scaling to the profiles from each simulation ( Fig. 4a ), we perform three sensitivity calculations which isolate the effects of varying the anomalous temperature profile, vertical velocity, and temperature. We define the anomalous temperature profile as the temperature at each level in the troposphere minus SST. To isolate the effect of the anomalous temperature profile, we fix the vertical velocity profile at its value in the 299 K simulation, set the surface temperature to 299 K, and allow the anomalous temperature profile to vary. Results are not sensitive to the choice of 299 K as the base simulation. To isolate the effect of vertical velocity, we allow it to D R A F T October 19, 2016, 10:08am D R A F T PENDERGRASS ET AL.: EXTREME PRECIPITATION AND CONVECTIVE ORG.
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vary while holding SST and temperature profile fixed at values from the 299 K simulation ( Fig. 4c) . To isolate the effect of temperature, we allow only SST to vary, while holding vertical velocity and anomalous temperature profiles fixed at values from the 299 K simulation (Fig. 4d) .
The extremes scaling accurately captures the change in extreme precipitation in most cases (Fig. 4a ; c.f. Fig. 2e ). It captures the decrease in extreme precipitation with warming in the cold simulations, the modest increase with warming in the warm simulations, the jump to much higher extreme precipitation rates from the 301 to 303 K simulations, and the return to more modest but erratic changes between hot simulations.
Varying only anomalous temperature profile recovers some aspects of the extreme precipitation change, but not others (Fig. 4b) . Among the cold simulations, the extreme precipitation change is muted, decreasing in one case. There is a local maximum at the transition from cold to warm, and another at the transition from warm to hot. But the transition from warm to hot has an increase of 6.7% K −1 , far less than the 73% K −1 in the simulations.
Varying vertical velocity captures important features of the extreme precipitation change, particularly the large increase from warm to hot simulations (60 % K −1 ). Furthermore, because we calculate the change in extreme precipitation from one simulation to the next, the increases are cumulative (e.g. Fig. 2e ). Thus, the variation in vertical velocity alone recovers the transition of extreme precipitation magnitude to much larger values, which is sustained across the hot simulations. The extreme precipitation decrease between cold simulations and the variation between hot simulations are also captured, though the D R A F T October 19, 2016, 10:08am D R A F T X -16 PENDERGRASS ET AL.: EXTREME PRECIPITATION AND CONVECTIVE ORG.
increase in extreme precipitation between warm simulations is underestimated in this sensitivity calculation.
The effect of increasing surface temperature (Fig. 4d) is to increase extreme precipitation by 6.6% K −1 from one simulation to the next at cold temperatures, with steadily less increase as SST increases until the 4.0% K −1 between the two hottest simulations.
The effect of increasing temperature is important, but it is not responsible for the rich behavior of extreme precipitation change with warming that we see in our simulations.
The sum of the three sensitivity calculations closely recovers the scaling of all three variations together (i.e. Figs. 4b-d sum to Fig. 4a ). These sensitivity calculations show that while extreme precipitation change varies due to changing circulation as well as temperature, the large increase at the transition from disorganized to organized states only occurs in response to changing circulation. Within any regime, the variation in extreme precipitation scaling is small, but between regimes the difference can be large.
Discussion and Conclusion
We have examined a set of idealized CAM5 simulations in the global-RCE configuration forced by fixed SSTs varying from 285 to 307 K. In this set of simulations, convective organization varies from moderate in the coldest simulations, to disorganized in warm simulations, to highly organized in hot simulations. We have shown that while moisture and global-mean precipitation increase with warming across most of the simulations, extreme precipitation does not steadily increase with warming; instead, it varies dramatically. Quantifying extreme precipitation by events with at least 99th-percentile daily precipitation, it can increase by over 70 %K −1 or decrease by more than 10%K −1 . Using Nonetheless, in this study, our goals were to illustrate a situation in which changes in extreme precipitation with warming vary dramatically due to changes in circulation, and to develop metrics quantifying convective organization and its relationship to extreme precipitation. We have presented one potential mechanism for the large increases in Figure S1 . The rain amount distribution for each CAM5 global RCE simulation, the contribution from large-scale precipitation (red), and convective precipitation (gray).
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